March, 2012

Semester Conversion Office - Monthly Update

INFO

• The student guide to semester conversion is available online. The link to the student guide is included on the Semester Conversion home page. [http://www.rit.edu/conversion/students.php](http://www.rit.edu/conversion/students.php).

• 201 converted programs have been sent to NYSED, 153 have been approved (74%). The list of converted programs approved by NYSED is posted on the Calendar Conversion website: [https://www.rit.edu/conversion/facstaff_redesign.php](https://www.rit.edu/conversion/facstaff_redesign.php).

• Academic Senate has approved 190 academic programs. The list of converted programs approved by Academic Senate is posted on the Calendar Conversion website: [http://www.rit.edu/conversion/media/documents/ApprovedProgramsbySenate.pdf](http://www.rit.edu/conversion/media/documents/ApprovedProgramsbySenate.pdf).

RECENT UPDATES TO THE SEMESTER CONVERSION WEBSITE

  Documents added:
  o General Education Framework - March 28, 2012 - Academic Senate Approved
  o GEC: First Year Foundations Electives
  o Gen Ed Immersion Proposal Form
  Documents added:
  o Course Substitutions and Waivers: Calendar Conversion Guidance


• Graduate IAP is new - [http://www.rit.edu/conversion/facstaff_iap.php](http://www.rit.edu/conversion/facstaff_iap.php).

• Course conversion support from Teaching and Learning - [http://www.rit.edu/conversion/facstaff_tls.php](http://www.rit.edu/conversion/facstaff_tls.php).

**CONVERSION RELATED MEETINGS**

• The Semester Scheduling Committee met 3/5/12, 3/19/12 and 3/26/12, and is scheduled to meet again 4/16/12.

• The CDLOC met 3/6/12, 3/20/12 and 4/3/12, and is scheduled to meet again 4/17/12.

• The Deans Delegates met 3/7/12, 3/21/12 and 4/4/12. They are scheduled to meet again 4/17/12.

Comments or questions can be directed to the Academic Calendar conversion Office [Q2S2013@rit.edu](mailto:Q2S2013@rit.edu).
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